INSTRUCTIONS ON OBTAINING INSURANCE
Health, repatriation, accidents and civil liability
ONLY VALID FOR INTERNSHIPS ABROAD BY UPV STUDENTS, UNDER RD. 592/2014
UPV students who wish to formalize an internship abroad through the UPV Integrated Employment Service are required to
submit, within the established deadlines and together with the Agreement, a document certifying that they are beneficiaries of
an insurance policy covering risks and minimum amounts – described below – that take effect throughout ALL the period of
the duration of the internship in the country in question:

Internships in EUROPE

Internships in the rest of the WORLD

MINIMUM COVERAGE POLICY

MINIMUM COVERAGE POLICY

1. Medical, surgical, pharmaceutical and hospitalization expenses € 18,000
2. Repatriation or medical evacuation.… Unlimited.
3. Repatriation... Unlimited.
4. Urgent delivery of non-existent medicines abroad…………………. Included.
5. Travel expenses of a relative in case of hospitalization abroad:
a. Travel expenses………………………………………………. Unlimited.
b. Max stay expenses € 62/day up to a maximum of 10 days.
6. Accidental death…………………………………………………………………… . €50,000
7. Permanent disability in the event of an accident …………… ……. €50,000
8. Civil liability …………………………………………. ……………………………….. €50,000

1. Medical, surgical, pharmaceutical and hospitalization expenses € 200,000
2. Repatriation or medical evacuation.………………………………………. Unlimited.
3. Repatriation.............................................................................. Unlimited.
4. Urgent delivery of non-existent medicines abroad………………….. Included.
5. Travel expenses of a relative in case of hospitalization abroad:
a. Travel expenses………………………………………………. …Unlimited.
b. Max stay expenses € 62/day up to a maximum of 10 days.
6. Accidental death……………………………………………… ………………………... €50,000
7. Permanent disability in the event of an accident ………………………….€50,000
8. Civil liability …………………………………………. …………………………………… €50,000

HOW TO ACQUIRE THE POLICY
There are two options

HOW TO ACQUIRE THE POLICY
There are two options

a) Obtaining the insurance policy that the SIE has
negotiated with the company ERGO-ERV, for EUROPE:

a) Obtaining the ONCAMPUS ESTUDIA insurance policy, for
WORLD that the SIE has negotiated:

RISKS COVERED AMOUNTS INSURED BY PERSON

RISKS COVERED AMOUNTS INSURED BY PERSON

The contracting is done through the following link (Do
not click directly on this link; copy and paste it into
your browser)

The obtention is done through the following link:

https://oncampus.es/seguros/oncampusestudia/universitat-politecnica-de-valencia/

https://www.ergosegurosdeviaje.es/EOS/agregadorflotante?lang=es
&u=Tc93wXYHpe1kR9GKVGFVHQ%3D%3D&p=DbQ
ptTskKhfbX0usTGzGjw%3D%3D&numPoliza=07690
001334
PRICE: (€ 14.77 month)
Remember to save and print the receipt and submit it
together with the internship agreement.
Notice: The implementation of the insurance works in
the following way: from, for example, 03/01/2019 to
06/01/2019 it is three months and one day, so you shall
be charged four months of insurance instead of three.
b) Take out other insurance policies: In case of taking out
other insurance policy than the one negotiated by the
UPV, please submit it indicating the beneficiary, the
period of validity and the destination, as well as the risks
covered and the minimum amounts insured.

PRICE: € 69
Remember to save and print the receipt and submit it
together with the internship agreement.

b)

Take out other insurance policies: In case of taking out
other insurance policy than the one negotiated by the
UPV, please submit it indicating the beneficiary, the
period of validity and the destination, as well as the risks
covered and the minimum amounts insured.

